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Across
1 Conduit standing up?
Up shut! (8)
5 Starting trend in
underwear: bloomers
(6)

21 Sounds very flat on
its own (4)
24 Snack of melted
manchego, not
mozzarella starter, for
example (5)

9 Small drink could be
medium or large (8)

25 Let's pretend as you
help getting organised
(4,5)

10 Earn mutual returns,
getting rid of real
characters this season
(6)

27 Overall is fashionable
as well, with velvet
finish inside (2,4)

12 Exaggerate sets of
deliveries to gallery
(9)

28 "Squash courts about
one?" "One,
providing you get up"
(8)

13 Referee throwing a
right like Tyson? (5)
14 I'm told these are
served here: it's not
the Four Seasons (4)
16 Regularly in Asian
South-East two parts
of myself are joined
at the hip? (7)
19 Player of Four
Seasons musically out
on the tiles? (7)

29 Hoping to eliminate
AI this season (6)
30 For cryptic coteries
(8)
Down
1 Make use of German
Gambit (6)

2 Heard one
complaining about
middle of hunting
season (6)
3 Reckons without swig
having affected
manners (5)
4 Great excitement:
Four Seasons? Then
take a nap (7)
6 Digital protection of
small image (9)
7 Trees cut, stacked for
storing, seasoning
(5,3)
8 Newspaper and
towels are extras (8)
11 Seasons 1-4 of The
Red and The Black?
(4)
15 Improper source of
lucre: not legit! (3-6)
17 Quiet? Loud? Nige's
new interpretation
gets half-marks or
even less (8)

18 Coach toured around,
around, around (8)
20 Enthralled by fiddle
part (4)
21 Pours salt in wound up one's ass? (7)
22 The only season that
counts (6)
23 System for measuring
time in central USA
(6)
26 Play the most popular
music on computers
(3,2)

